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Abstract—The potential of tidal stream turbines
simulations on steady-state conditions by the use of a drive
train test rig is considered. An initial assessment of two case
scenarios is developed to furtherly assess the availability of
replicating a theoretical model to the experimental model. It
has been demonstrated that a drive train test rig is able to
represent power curves of a 0.5 m diameter turbine with
velocities from 0.5 to 1.8 ms-1 given its torque value and its
rotational frequency. IndraWorks Engineering is being
used to obtain the rotor and generator signals and review
the losses through a horizontal axis tidal turbine drivetrain.
This provides a first order approximation for the use of the
test rig with non-steady state conditions and develop
condition monitoring techniques.
Keywords—Condition-based maintenance, tidal stream
turbine, generator test rig.

I. INTRODUCTION

The tidal stream energy sector is still in its infancy and it
must overcome several technological barriers to prove the
reliability and affordability of its devices. Magagna and
Uilhlein [1] have found that, within the four main
bottlenecks that have slowed down the development of
Horizontal Axis Tidal Turbines (HATTs), the most
important issue to address is the lack of long-term
reliability due to the harsh environment turbines operate
within. Consequently, this leads to financial issues which
promote investor uncertainty. Without addressing this
issue developers are unable to take the technology
readiness level (TRL) to forward to the next stage.
Currently, HATTs are said to be limited to a TRL of 7-8 [2]
and any advancement is constrained by the lack of funding
and an associated high levelised cost of energy (LCoE).
This does not suggest that the sector is yet in position to
move to a full commercial-scale stage. Much of the
research reported has accomplished a TRL of 4, which
means that design validation and intermediate testing at
scale (e.g. flume test scale of 1:10) has been achieved.
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The approach taken to date has largely focused on
optimising HATT performance using computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) modelling. These models are then
compared with results acquired via experimental testing,
using for example flume tanks, to validate them. CFD is an
important and very valuable research tool but can be time
consuming and potentially expensive. There are a small
number of projects that have been able to advance to a TRL
of 7-8. One example is Atlantis Resources being deployed
in the Pentland Firth. Work has finished on the
construction phase of what may be considered to be the
world’s largest tidal stream turbine array [3]. However,
according to some assessments this may still be defined as
a small scale project since it is under 20 GW generation [1].
The nature of the challenges to be met suggest that there is
still great potential in meeting them by identifying other
possible solutions.
In order to underpin the long-term reliability of HATTs,
their components’ operating constraints, device
maintenance and the operational costs are of particular
concern. One of the most utilised tools in industries with
similar levels of plant complexity is condition-based
maintenance (CBM). This is an asset management
technique that uses the regular assessment of the actual
operating and health condition of a component or system
to optimise its total operation [4]. CBM indicates when
maintenance should be performed based on signs of
decreasing performance or possible failure. Some
advantages of introducing CBM to the HATT industry
would be to improve device reliability, reduce
maintenance costs and improve the competitiveness of
HATTs against other renewable energy technologies.
However, implementing CBM requires the associated
development of condition monitoring (CM) techniques to
provide the information needed to underpin the approach.
This consideration produces the need for an effective
vehicle that can be used for testing CM approaches.
Engineering CM elements that can be used to predict
possible failures under real conditions would be very
costly. One reason for this is the need to consider how the
HATT operation can be affected by specific faults. Often
analysing this means that damaged components need to
be installed to verify if the associated failure is being
correctly detected. The need and associated cost of this has
not been fully considered within the sector.
Even though that CM techniques for HATTs research is
very limited, there has been some work reported [5-8]. In
general these have explored the application of signal
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processing based on frequency analysis of a particular
HATT drive train component. Focusing on the previous
research undertaken by the Cardiff Marine Energy Group
(CMERG), the use of a drive train simulator test bed at
1/20th scale has been developed to create representative
HATT simulations [9]. This has been utilised to engineer
CM algorithms to develop and test monitoring approaches
under steady-state and non-steady-state conditions. The
main advantage of utilising this test rig is its ability to
adapt to a variety of operating conditions for real time
HATT simulations, and hence enable the testing and
monitoring of turbine performance by using a more
flexible, cost-effective and less time-consuming device
[10].
This paper presents the preliminary data obtained from
an initial characterisation on the test rig of a steady-state
condition of a HATT. The turbine selected to be
represented on the test rig is the CMERG turbine 3.0 model
[11] that has been previously validated both in CFD and
experimental testing. Further turbine details will be
presented herein. The main focus in this paper is on the
signals output from the rotor and the generator elements
of the test rig. This allows the authors to compare their
power, torque and rotational frequency to the theoretical
values.
This research will then be used to define the turbine
dimensions and the velocities that may be simulated on the
test rig. That in turn will enable the users to determine the
flow conditions that may be represented from specific
locations. An initial set of tests is intended to represent
conditions resulting from velocities from 1.0 to 2.0 ms-1
similar to the ones found in the southeast part of Mexico
[10]. Once the steady-state phase of the research has been
performed and the test rig limitations have been found, the
research will go on to represent fluid non-steady state
conditions to add more complex and realistic conditions to
the simulations.
This paper is organised as three main parts: the first
presents a brief literature review on CM techniques and
different approaches that have been developed to define
CM algorithms that may prevent possible tidal turbine
failures. The next section presents the approach that will
be taken to enable the analysis of the three HATT drive
train components, i.e. the rotor, gearbox and generator. It
considers the benefits of using the drive train test rig for
CM development. To do so a methodology used to obtain
the numerical values based on a non-dimensional scaling
will be presented. This information includes a description
of the test rig and the software utilised for these
simulations. Two different groups of simulations were
performed: one changing the velocity values to find the
highest velocity that could be represented on the test rig
and the other to obtain a power curve with a velocity of 1
ms-1. In the final section the findings based on this research
will be discussed to effectively demonstrate that the test
rig is able to represent simulations on steady-state
conditions and that consequently may be able to advance
to the next stage of this research.

II.

CONDITION MONITORING OF HORIZONTAL AXIS TIDAL
TURBINES

As previously stated HATT operation and maintenance
have become two of the biggest challenges to be met in
establishing turbine array performance. Research is
needed to find CBM techniques that can be deployed to
meet these challenges. As part of this work appropriate
CM approaches must be identified. Its use can be based on
the principle that it should be a cost-effective and fast
solution for emerging failures.
CM has been implemented on rotating electrical
machines, such as generators and motors, for many years.
Much of this work was aimed at high speed systems. The
wind turbine industry has adopted and standardised some
CM technologies for a shorter period of time. Based upon
these foundations a small number of researchers have
considered how to develop CM for application on HATT.
This is a sensible approach, given the similarity between
faults experienced on wind and tidal turbines. Even
though CM techniques have been developed for HATT,
their use to date has been very limited and needs further
research focus.
In the context of the much lower speeds arising within
HATTs work by Tavner [12] suggests that, if the speed of
a rotor remains constant for a considerable amount of time,
then spectral analysis can be built up and performed.
Spectral analysis can be said to consider any signal
processing technique that characterises the frequency
content of a signal or a time series.
Some researchers have adapted this approach to make
further analysis of a particular drivetrain component.
Blackmore et al. [5] showed that, by using the power
output signal of the turbine, they could accurately obtain
estimates of blade loads. They were consequently able to
monitor blades without the need for additional
instrumentation. Similarly, a method called Transient
Monitoring Surfaces (TMS) was engineered. This used the
mean rotor torque signal and an added fluctuating
component, based on fluid velocity turbulence, to
represent a non-stationary condition[13]. This approach
was utilised to detect rotor imbalance faults and it was
found that a minimum amount of extracted data was
required in order to accurately detect a fault in the system.
Finally, the use of a numerical simulation based on
measured field data has been applied to generate torque
and speed data that was used to predict the load and
fatigue experienced by a HATT gearbox throughout its life
[14]. This approach allowed the development of a
prognostics model. This was used to estimate that
gearboxes in HATTs will experience a shorter life
compared to the ones exposed to wind load conditions.
The equipment and instrumentation needed to validate
CM algorithms and techniques using a drivetrain
simulator test rig has been considered [15]. Here both the
properties of realistic flow conditions and the turbine rotor
mechanical behaviour were incorporated. This allowed
researchers to verify if the proposed technique could
efficiently provide a solution for CM systems.
Once the
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algorithm has been validated, it could be implemented in
a set-up intended for use in a flume tanks or to enable
offshore simulations. Combining both accurate
instrumentation and a spectral analysis tool, CM
simulations can explore the benefits and downfalls of new
ideas at a relatively low cost before developing the latter
to a larger scale [16].
Due to the thrust loading conditions and shear stress a
HATT will be subjected it is crucial to determine the main
drivetrain component that CM research should primarily
focus upon. Analysis of the downtime extracted from
historical data relating to wind turbines and that provided
by a Failure Mode and Effect Criticality Analysis (FMECA)
conducted by Elasha et al. [6], proposed that the gearbox
will be the most critical component of a HATT. Problems
are said to occur due to the pitting and abrasive wear it
would have to endure during a tidal cycle.
This has led to several different opinions whether a
gearbox should be included in a HATT drivetrain or not,
given its high estimated failure rate and costly
components. The research carried out by Touimi et al. [17]
analyses different direct-drive and indirect drive options
comparing the academic and industry experiences both in
tidal stream and wind devices. It was found that directdrive options, such as the permanent magnet generators
could be an attractive choice to minimise maintenance
issues. These can be more expensive due to the low speed
and high torque generator needed for the turbine. Given
that gearbox reliability is improving and that single-stage
gearboxes are considered appropriate for HATTs the
decision on drive train configuration is open. This is a
statement of great significance on this research to develop
a CM technique based on an indirect drivetrain for a HATT
simulation on a test rig.
III.

METHODOLOGY

The methodology is divided in four stages: the test rig
hardware used, calculation of the test rig input parameters
using the theoretical HATT values based on a validated
turbine, the experimental model that defines the
procedure followed to characterise the turbine behaviour
and finally the enactment of two test scenarios chosen to
prove that the test rig can replicate the theoretical values
mentioned above.

undertaken, based on the feedback of an integrated
encoder. Interaction with the IndraDrive devices is
undertaken using the Modbus TCP/IP communication
protocol, which facilitates access to the drives via PC. This
connection facilitates the passing of rotor and generator
commands to the IndraDrive system, whilst allowing for
data collection. Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram
produced to describe the interaction between the
hardware and software elements.

Fig. 1. The drive train test rig used to perform the simulations.
A rotor is coupled to a generator via a 1:10 ratio gearbox.

The rotor and generator are Permanent Magnet
Synchronous Machines (PMSMs) rated with a maximum
velocity of 4700 RPM and a maximum torque of 15 Nm.
The gearbox is a two-stage planetary device with a
maximum input of 6500 RPM and a gear ratio of 1:10. Fig.
3 shows a graph of the speed/torque capabilities of the
MSK 050Cs used in the setup. Curve 1 shows the torque
speed characteristics for the voltage/current limits within
the motor for a setup with three-phase 400 V controlled
mains feed. This is representative of the mains setup
adopted. The S1 and S3 curves show the continuous and
10-minute intermittent operation characteristics for
surface cooling or natural convection setups. As the
simulations are expected to be short relative to the 10
minutes operation time specified to for the S3 curve, curve
1 was used as the limiting characteristics of the test rig. The
input parameters and procedure implemented on the test
rig to achieve the presented simulation data will be
outlined in section C.

A. Test Rig Hardware
The set-up deployed to represent different HATT
simulations is based on a 1/20th scale drive train test rig.
This comprises two Bosch Rexroth IndraDyn MSK 050C
motors (one operating as the rotor and the other one as the
generator) that are coupled via a GTE 120 gearbox [10]. The
test rig is shown in Fig. 1. The test rig is controlled via two
IndraDrive motor drive systems. A PLC programme to
emulate the aforementioned 1/20th scale HATT has been
developed and embedded in the IndraDrive system. The
set up used allows the rotor and generator torque to be
controlled via Vector Oriented Control (VOC). In the case
of the generator an additional PID control loop is

Fig. 2.
Indirect-drive train test rig diagram and the
distribution of functionalities across the hardware platforms.

B.

Theoretical model

A theoretical model of a HATT, previously modelled and
validated by CMERG [11, 18], was chosen to create the
input parameters to apply to the test rig. This turbine
corresponds to the CMERG Turbine 3.0 model with a
turbine geometry described in Table I.
1436-3
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TABLE I
CMERG 3.0 CFD MODEL TURBINE GEOMETRY

Fig. 3. Bosch Rexroth
speed/torque characteristic.

rotor/generator

MSK

Turbine Specification

Value

Turbine diameter

10 m

Hub diameter
Blade profile
Blade twist (root to tip)
Stanchion diameter
Nacelle diameter

1.8 m
Wortmann FX 63-137
33°
1.8 m
2.6 m

Tower width
Tower height

15 m
15 m

050Cs

(2)

The non-dimensional performance characteristics were
determined for the turbine geometry of the CMERG
Turbine 3.0 and were used as the basis of the steady-state
simulations presented. Thus, torque coefficient (Cθ), power
coefficient (Cp) and tip-speed ratio ( ) values from CFD
results were taken to define the HATT used for the
undertaken simulations.
Relying on Mason-Jones et al. [11], non-dimensional
characteristics when the turbine is exposed to a uniform
inlet velocity profile are taken to be independent of
Reynolds number for the particular geometry utilised the
development of this research. Since the research
undertaken will explore the non-steady state TST
simulation as a first stage, it has been considered that nondimensional values can be used. Then, given the turbine
geometry, it is possible to define a theoretical model and
hence obtain the input parameters needed to simulate the
turbine on the test rig.
In order to define the range of simulations achievable on
the test rig a variety of turbine diameters, flow velocities
and operating regions were explored. Neglecting
Reynolds effects in this first instance diameters between
0.5 to 20 m were considered, with a resolution of 0.5 m,
thus giving a total of 40 diameters. Velocity values ranging
from 0.5 to 3 ms-1 with a resolution of 0.1 ms-1 were also
considered, giving a total of 26 fluid velocities. Finally,
were extrapolated from the given values from 0 to 7 with
a resolution of 0.5, giving a total amount of 15 tip-speed
ratios. Thus the sets of possible combinations of rotor
diameter, flow velocity and tip-speed ratios were
identified by combining these range of values based on
equations (1) to (5). The cases selected for simulation were
refined based on the results of inputting the parameter sets
into equations (1) to (5).
For each one of the sets described above, to achieve the
operating point or value the angular velocity (rads-1) is
given was calculated the definition of rearranged to give
Eq. 1.

(3)
Where V is the given fluid velocity in ms-1, r is the rotor
radius in m, A the rotor swept area in m2 and the density
of seawater (~1025 kg/m3).
Based on a gear ratio of 1:10, the generator rotational
velocity (
) and the generator torque (
)
are represented as:
(4)
(5)
These indicate that the rotor will operate at a low speed
and high torque with the generator operating at high
speed and low torque.
The initial matrix of simulations with their respective
calculations was reduced based on the maximum available
torque from the rotor of 15 Nm, defined by the maximum
torque achievable via the MSK 050Cs. Limiting the
configurations to allow the highest Cp with a of 3.6, a
refined set of 21 simulations were identified. Through this
process a turbine of 0.5 m diameter rotor was selected with
a rated fluid velocity of 1 ms-1. Fig. 4 shows some of the
possible variations that could be simulated on the test rig
that are below the 15 Nm limit. Fig. 5 shows the Cθ- graph
of the 0.5 m CMERG 3.0 turbine that was chosen for
implementation on the drive train test rig.

(1)

The rotor power (P) and rotor Torque (
respectively calculated as follows:

) can be
Fig. 4. Power curves with varying diameter and flow velocity.
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C. Experimental model
As a matter of practicality, for this initial simulation the
test rig was operated to behave as the modelled turbine by
operating the rotor and generator in torque and speed
control, respectively. Simulations of the 0.5 m diameter
turbine were developed by inputting torque and speed
commands based on equations 3 and 4, respectively.

Fig. 5. Combined torque coefficient (Cθ) vs tip speed ratio
( ) with a limit torque of 15 Nm for the test rig.

For these initial simulations the proprietary Bosch
Rexroth software was used to communicate the torque and
speed commands to the drive systems. The software was
also used to monitor rotor and generator parameters
required to verify correct operation of the test rig. These
parameters were recorded for each one of the cases against
time (msec) and are listed in Table II along with the
IndraWorks parameter number and units. The test length
and sampling rate for each simulation was set to 90 secs
and 33.33hz, respectively. The time length was set to allow
application of the rotor torque for 60 secs, allowing for the
rig to speed up and generate the required torque setting. A
schematic diagram explaining the used methodology for
the experimental model is shown in Fig. 6.
D. Test scenarios
Two test scenarios were chosen to compare the
experimental model with the theoretical model. The first
was a series of test at varying fluid velocities for the
highest torque setting for the HATT rotor – in this case for
λ = 2.5. The second test scenario was planned to represent
all the values with a turbine of 0.5 m diameter and a
velocity of 1 ms-1. This corresponds to a REdiameter of 5 x 106
which is above the Reynolds Independent threshold for
the HATT [11]. These two test scenarios had to be
performed twice as the IndraWorks signals from both the
rotor and the generator are recorded separately. Still, the
signals can be manipulated on MATLAB and use the
signal when
has been manually implemented on
IndraWorks. Hence, the findings of these initial
characterisation simulations were analysed and compared
with the theoretical model used to create the simulation
parameters. This was done to check that good agreement

TABLE II
OUTPUT PARAMETERS FROM INDRAWORKS ENGINEERING
Unit number

Description

S-0-0051

Position feedback value of encoder

S-0-0084
S-0-0040
S-0-0381
S-0-0380
S-0-0382
P-0-0043
P-0-0044

Torque force feedback value
Velocity feedback value
DC bus current
DC bus voltage
DC bus power
Torque-generating current
Flux-generating current

Fig. 6. Experimental model used to replicate values
from theoretical model.

was found for between the simulations and theoretical
turbine given system losses and motor efficiencies.
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the theoretical values, a selection of 16 different
sets of simulations were chosen to represent all the
possible highest torque inputs and hence limit the possible
power curves that could be simulated on the test rig. Given
a
of 15 Nm limit, a of 2.5 and a 0.5 m diameter
turbine, the highest velocity or cut-out speed that could be
performed on the test rig is a value of 2 ms-1. However,
initial simulations lead to excessive heating of the motor
used to recreate the turbine rotor. Whilst this was within
the default temperature warnings provided by Bosch
Rexroth it was considered unsuitable for both safety
reasons and the likely losses in efficiencies as the motor
heated excessively. Therefore, a more reserved limit was
set at 11.5 Nm reducing the rate HATT speed from 2 ms-1
to 1.8 ms-1 . .
On the rotor case, it was found that even though the
velocity feedback value (
) and the torque force
feedback value (
) were replicating the actual input
parameters given by the theoretical model, the recorded
signal from the DC bus power was higher than the
expected power in each case. This is due to the induced
power that the test rig uses in order to achieve the
requested torque that needs to be implemented. In order
to compare the rotor cases with the theoretical model, the
mechanical power rather than the DC bus power of this
motor was used and is given by the following equation:
(6)
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is the rotational velocity feedback value recorded by
the rotor encoder. Similar to the rotor case, on the
generator side it was found that the velocity feedback
value was replicating the actual input parameters from the
theoretical values. As expected due to the rigidity of the
shaft coupling used the following relationship between the
rotor and generator velocities was observed:

either very similar to the rotor data or higher. This is likely
to be due to over-correction of the losses in the system
when adopting the loss correction approach described
above. This notion will be studied in more detail in further
work. Still, Fig. 7 shows very little variation between the
theoretical values and both the rotor and generator values,
representing the actual velocities and power on the test rig
are as expected.

(7)
During these simulations excessively high losses were
found. The losses in the system in overcoming cogging
torque from the two PMSM meant that for many
simulations of lower torque settings both the rotor and
generator were applying torque in the same direction. As
this level of cogging torque was not expected within a
HATT which would typically have only one PMSM or
equivalent this effect was removed. This was done by
observing the torque required to rotate the generator
without the rotor applying any opposing torque. This
torque value was measured for each of the rotational
velocities tested and removed from the measured values
as described in equations (8) and (9):
(8)
(9)

where
and
are the actual force
feedback value and DC bus power signals measured
during these initial turbine simulations and
and
are the force feedback value and DC bus power
signals with no torque implemented by the rotor.
Equations (6), (7), (8) and (9) were used both on the 2.5
and the power curve test scenarios to compare the
recorded signal outputs to the theoretical model values.
E.

The fixed

test scenario

A series of test were performed at a λ-value of 2.5 for
flow velocities of 0.5 to 1.8 ms-1. On the rotor side,
equations (1) was used to find given a -value of 2.5 and
output. Similarly, equation (6) was
the measured
used to calculate power and compare this output with the
theoretical model. Equation (9) was used to calculate
power on the generator side, removing the excessively
losses found within the system.
Taking the mean values of these variables from the 60
secs of the tests, a single signal for both the rotor and the
generator was created. Fig. 7 shows the results obtained for
the varying fluid velocity test scenario and essential shows
the power developed via the simulated turbines for
differing flow scenarios, given the aforementioned
correction approach adopted. It can be seen that the rotor
and the generator data collapses on a single exponential
distribution, similar to the theoretical values. Clearly the
generator data should always be less than the rotor data
due to the drivetrain losses, gearbox interference and the
heating losses. However, most of the generator data is

Fig. 7. Combined Power output and velocities from rotor
and generator compared to the theoretical model.

F. Fixed Power Curve test scenario
In order to represent all -value with a turbine of 0.5 m
diameter and a velocity of 1 ms-1, equation (3) was used to
get Cp from the output power for both the generator and
the rotor to compare the theoretical model power curve to
the ones generated on the test rig. Fig.8 shows the results
of the fixed flow velocity simulations undertaken. Fig. 8
demonstrates how most of the points fall on a single curve
with some losses through the points. There are some cases
were the generator side still delivers more power
compared to the rotor side, but as explained before,
is being calculated using equation (9), that uses the
aforementioned correction formula which have to be
altered in future simulations.
Despite this problem, the rotor and the generator
develop the same curve characteristics as the ones
expected base on the theoretical model. The highest Cp that
could be reached by the test rig with a diameter of 0.5 m is
0.39 relying on the rotor and generator data, compared to
a 0.43 by the theoretical model. There was only one point
through the curve given by the generator at
6 that
decreased from the actual theoretical value by 19.14%. This
finding was unexpected as the torque/speed characteristic
of the motor presented in Fig.3 shows that the motor
should operate as expected. The excessive losses in this
case maybe down to motor heating which would lead to
higher electrical losses in the system.
Fig. 9 demonstrates the torque implemented on both the
rotor and the generator compared to the rotor angular
velocity,
. This graph represents the given values
from the test rig are as expected. The generator signal
decreases its efficiency from the rotor signal but both fall
onto the same curve characteristic from the theoretical
1436-6
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values. There are some small drops in torque at angular
velocities of 0 and 24 rads-1. Fig. 9 shows that the
theoretical and experimental model collapses onto the
same curve as that produced using a steady-state CFD
modelling validated via flume experiments.
This correlation between theoretical and experimental
data indicates the potential and flexibility for using the test
rig for future research. This will explore unsteady state
conditions and be used to define an approach for an initial
characterisation based on the selected turbine geometry.
Moreover, it will allow researchers to explore the concept
of using speed and torque control to analyse their electric
signals for turbine monitoring. However, it should be
noted that this analysis will be initially limited to the
selected turbine geometry. As such further complex and
realistic conditions should be added to the experimental
model, i.e. turbulence intensity on the flow
characterisation and a parametric model changing the tipspeed ratio on a HATT turbine. Nevertheless, the test rig
will allow users to simulate different turbine geometries,
velocity and tip-speed ratio input. This research will then
move on to focus on the unsteady state conditions to be
added on the test rig in the future.

V.

It has been demonstrated that an initial characterisation
of a drive train test rig simulating a particular HATT
design operating in steady flow conditions can be
achieved. Based on a theoretical model to calculate the
rotor torque and the generator rotational frequency, these
values can be implemented as input parameters to
replicate the conditions of the theoretical model and model
a power curve up of a diameter of 0.5 m. It has been shown
that a velocity of 1.8 ms-1 can be modelled on a test rig with
a 0.5 m diameter turbine given a 11.5 Nm limit rotor
torque. These two test scenarios allow the research to
enable the use of a test rig for further condition monitoring
research. Further work is required to understand the losses
in the system to more accurately represent the drive train
dynamics of a 0.5 m diameter HATT.
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